
New partnership boosts inventory accuracy and reduces
warehouse costs with SYSPRO ERP
K3 Syspro is proud to announce a new partnership with custom software developers RiteSoft to sell and market their latest warehouse
management product riteSCAN, which integrates seamlessly with K3’s market-leading SYSPRO enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution.

The latest riteSCAN Mobile Warehouse for SYSPRO software module makes light work of managing inventories, receiving purchase orders
and picking orders and complements the powerful inventory management features of SYSPRO.

“riteSCAN is a breakthrough software product that improves warehouse operations for SYSPRO ERP users. This new product is built using
Microsoft .NET and Windows Mobile technologies, so that it is fully compatible with SYSPRO. Barcode technology has long been recognised
as a key enabler in improving supply chain management and we are pleased to be able to provide our customers with a software product that
makes it quick and easy to implement,” says Andy Latham, Managing Director, K3 Syspro.

In keeping with SYSPRO’s intuitive approach, riteSCAN users require minimum training and because the software is developed specifically for
seamless integration with the ERP software, the implementation time is minimised, which prevents major disruption. Like all K3 Syspro software
products, riteSCAN users will have the advantage of the company’s renowned support to ensure they gain maximum benefit from their
investment

Straight out of the box, the system begins to save customers money as it provides fast, real-time transaction processing. Data entry direct from
barcode labels is quick and accurate, eliminating the problems associated with manual data entry and transcribing notes from paper
documentation. Once scanned the information flows through to SYSPRO in real-time to update its central database.

riteSCAN includes a wide range of labour-saving features. These include lot and serial traceability using barcodes, real-time inventory
querying directly on the handheld, monitoring live movement of products within the warehouse from stock location to despatch, fast and
accurate stocktaking, the ability to adjust stock quantities directly from the warehouse floor and automated sales order picking. The system
updates and validates purchase order receipts automatically to ensure they are accurate and it automates the process of issuing and
receipting jobs for warehouse operatives.

For further information, please contact:-

Editorial - Ellen Hoefste, Marketing Manager, K3 Syspro on 0161 876 4498, or John Edden, Bridge PR & Media Services on 024 76 520025, or
e-mail john@bridgepr.co.uk.

About K3 Syspro

K3 Syspro employs 80 people at its Manchester head office and its branches throughout the UK and Ireland. The company offers solutions in
enterprise resource planning (ERP), customer relationship management, advanced planning and scheduling, warehouse management, human
resources and e-business. SYSPRO is used by some 14,500 sites in over 60 countries. K3 Syspro is a division of K3 Business Technology
Group, a global leader in providing next-generation enterprise software for businesses in the retail, manufacturing and distribution sectors.
With more than 3,000 customer installations in over 30 countries, K3 is recognised as a safe, innovative and reliable provider of world-class
solutions, backed by world-class service.


